
Featured Scientist:
Dr Erwan Le Ber

Dr Erwan Le Ber is an IODP Research Associate at the University of 
Leicester. He has a BSc in Biology and Environmental Engineering and a 
MSc in Geology. In 2010 he moved from France to the UK to study Cryo-
genian microbial sediments for his PhD at Royal Holloway University. Since 
2015 he has been working for the ECORD Science Operator (ESO) as a 
Petrophysics Staff Scientist. 

How did you first learn about IODP? 

There are many scientific areas that I find interesting — that is probably reflected 
in my background and curriculum — and clearly, IODP is a good environment for scientific diversity. 
Surprisingly, I did not use any IODP data or literature when I was an undergraduate or postgraduate. I 
knew of the programme, having met a couple of early career scientists who sailed with it, but I did not know 
the details on how it worked or how to get involved. To be honest, IODP and what it represented sounded 
beyond my reach. My PhD research was quite remote from IODP science, which generally focuses on 
much younger formations, but I always was curious to work on boats and exploring the oceans. After my 
PhD I started looking into several job opportunities, luckily an IODP Research Associate position 
happened to open at the University of Leicester. After some reading while preparing my application, I was 
beyond captivated and excited. For this operational role, I suspect that my diverse background and various 
field experiences helped a lot. I have developed new skills with IODP, mostly in petrophysics and program-
ming, which are new scientific interests to me! My position is mostly operational and for that reason, I am 
lucky to be involved in ECORD expeditions covering various scientific themes. In that respect, using petro-
physics is quite useful because it generates insightful datasets no matter the geological setting.

How are you involved in IODP?

Like my background and interests, my involvement with IODP is quite diverse. I am not involved like 
most scientists are, participating in one expedition on a specific research theme. I work with the program, 
to make sure expeditions happen. My main occupation is to work as part of the ECORD Science Operator 
(ESO). ESO implements ECORD Mission-Specific Platforms (MSP) expeditions. It is a collaboration 
between teams from the British Geological Survey (BGS), MARUM (University of Bremen) and the Euro-
pean Petrophysics Consortium (EPC, made up of the University of Leicester and the University of Mont-
pellier). EPC, the team I work with, provides petrophysics and downhole logging services for MSP expedi-
tions and I act as what is called a Petrophysics Staff Scientist (PSS). You have to love acronyms if you join 
the IODP family.
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Petrophysics is the study of the physical properties (e.g. density and resistivity, P-wave velocity) of 
rocks. These properties can be measured on the cores IODP recovers, and in holes that were drilled or 
cored. To collect data from the cores, we use a piece of equipment called a Multi-Sensor Core Logger 
(MSCL). It is an apparatus that pushes cores through a series of sensors. Once a borehole has been com-
pleted, or a specific depth reached, it is possible to lower tools into the hole at the end of a steel cable to 
measure similar physical properties of the rocks in the borehole wall. This is downhole logging and the 
resulting data is quite powerful because it is both in situ and continuous. A lot more could be said about 
petrophysics, and if you want to learn about it within an IODP environment, the University of Leicester 
hosts a Summer School about it!

When a drilling proposal completes the IODP review process and is confirmed to be implemented as an 
MSP expedition, ESO works together to make it happen. My role as a PSS is to focus on core petrophysics 
and downhole logging for the expedition, where I act both as an operator with ESO and as a member of the 
Science Party. To that end, I liaise with the Science Party’s Co-Chiefs as well as the rest of ESO to make 
sure we understand the scientific needs and how they can be best implemented. Everyone in ESO has 
their own operational expertise, from drilling/coring to the curation of the cores, and we make sure that 
expeditions run as smoothly as possible for everyone on board.

Before sailing, I go with ESO to prepare the 
platform. All our equipment is in containerised labs 
(including our MSCL). After this mobilisation 
period, a part of the Science Party joins us on board 
and off we go for two months at sea. On board I 
work closely with the petrophysics and logging 
teams, help to collect data, process them and eat a 
lot of chocolate cookies. Because ESO does not 
have a dedicated drilling platform, further lab work 
is done after each expedition, traditionally in 
MARUM, for one month with the full Science Party. 
We call this work in Bremen the Onshore Science Party. As the PSS, I am in charge of synchronising petro-
physics measurements with the wider core flow. Our measurements are acquired by both ESO and mem-
bers of the Science Party. I then work with the Science Party to produce parts of the upcoming expedition 
Preliminary Report and Proceedings. At the end of the Onshore Science Party, all scientists go back to 
their home laboratories and work on their research with data and samples from the expedition.

Beyond expeditions, I am lucky to be involved in some outreach and knowledge transfer. I have been 
teaching and co-teaching petrophysics at several training courses (e.g. ECORD Summer School, ECORD 
Virtual Drillship). Back in 2016, the University of Leicester started hosting its own Petrophysics Summer 
School: a full week focussing on our expertise. Here is a link to the latest edition: [https://www2.le.ac.uk/de-

partments/geology/research/gbrg/projects/iodp/petrophysics-summer-school-2019]. Another part of the 
outreach I take part in is to attend conferences (e.g. EGU, AGU, GASS) to encourage early career 
researchers to get involved with the IODP community.

Finally, more recently, I had the opportunity to attend the IODP Science Evaluation Panel (SEP) to give 
operational advice to the scientific community reviewing IODP drilling proposals. To summarise, after five 
years with ESO, my involvement with IODP covers early stage IODP processes with SEP; operational plan-
ning and implementation of MSP expeditions; participation to expeditions; and various forms of outreach 
and knowledge transfer. 

What was your first experience of sailing on an IODP Expedition?

After a first lab experience and getting familiar with the 
programme, my operator role took me to Expedition 364 
(Chicxulub Impact Crater). The project was already ready 
to go ahead when I joined as a PSS in training. I read all the 
literature about the impact crater as well as the drilling 
proposal, and could not believe it was happening - we were 
really going to have the opportunity to drill into and explore 
a geological feature we knew almost nothing about. ESO 
met in Mexico with the drilling team to complete the prepa-
ration of the platform. We sailed to site and members of the 
Offshore Science Party joined when everything was ready 
for drilling. There’s no need for me to explain how thrilling it 
is for any geoscientist to be part of a project that aims to 
drill the Chicxulub impact crater. Like most expeditions, 
operations had ups and downs but ultimately the drilling 
was a tremendous success. I was working in the MSCL lab 
on the night shift (midnight to noon), and helped my PSS 
colleague during downhole logging operations. It was 
enthralling to see all the different datasets building up 
together as the result of a team effort, and equally fascinat-
ing to see the genuine excitement of the Science Party as 
cores were coming up on deck. After a few weeks, operators and scientists tend to create a very sociable 
dynamic, which makes of these long experiences an enjoyable and memorable time.

How did this first experience affect your career?

This first experience showed me another aspect of research that I truly enjoyed; it is like being back-
stage and seeing how it all comes together. I still experience the excitement of research but my main 

mission is to contribute to its success by collect-
ing useful data for the researchers and for the 
community (IODP is a legacy program, which 
means that the various datasets collected 
during all expeditions across the ocean floor are 
accessible to anyone, and have a similar 
format). Preparing and working on an offshore 
scientific expedition comes with many 
unknowns. The various experiences I had so far 
are building up skills that allow me to have a 
good understanding of what is expected and of 
what is achievable. That is how this first experi-

ence affected my career: I migrated from pure research to 
approaches that consider both research and operations.

How have you continued to be involved in IODP?

To this day, I still work as part of ESO and therefore 
IODP. The dynamics between research and operations 
mentioned above is something I am seeking and is what 
motivates me. Since I joined in 2015, I have been involved in 
four IODP expeditions. After expeditions 357 (onshore 
only) and 364, I sailed on two more expeditions: one other 
MSP (Corinth Active Rift Development in 2017 in Greece) 
and one on the Chikyu with our Japanese operator 
colleagues (Nantroseize: Plate Boundary Deep Riser 4 in 
2018-2019 in Japan). And I am hoping to sail on more 
MSPs in the future. 

As explained above, I am also involved in outreach and 
knowledge transfer. Conferences and summer schools are 
good environments to encourage young scientists to apply 
to sail. An IODP offshore experience is unique, and the 
science produced is crucial to understanding past and 
future Earth processes in fields that are highly relevant to 
society, such as climate change and geohazards.

What do you find to be the most exciting part of being 
involved in IODP?

Working in an international environment and being on 
the move. I enjoy the diversity of my missions and 
colleagues, the changes in pace from small conferences 
to busy labwork. But really, what is surely exciting is to go 
at sea. They are real adventures aiming at exploring our 
planet’s history, and it is a privilege to be part of them.

Do you have any advice for other researchers who are 
interested in participating in IODP activities?

From my experience, IODP is a supportive and encour-
aging community. For a first taste for early career 
researchers, I would definitely recommend attending an 
IODP training or Summer School. It is similar to an expedi-
tion to some extent: about 30 international participants 
are there for the duration of the event, all with different 
backgrounds and interests. It is also an opportunity to 

meet with tutors who have extensive experience with the program.

With this first experience, if sailing sounds indeed like an exciting adventure, I would simply advise to 
apply to sail. There are several calls released every year, each one needs a variety of expertise. Even if the 
geological setting sounds exotic or remote from your area of research, your expertise might be relevant 
and useful, so you could to be invited to sail. Most expeditions have well-balanced ratios between career 
levels as well as genders.

Finally, if you know you could get some answers (relevant to IODP’s science plan) by drilling some-
where offshore, work with your community to submit a proposal. To optimise the feasibly of your project, 
do not hesitate to seek advice by contacting operators in the USA, Europe or Japan.
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knowledge transfer. Conferences and summer schools are 
good environments to encourage young scientists to apply 
to sail. An IODP offshore experience is unique, and the 
science produced is crucial to understanding past and 
future Earth processes in fields that are highly relevant to 
society, such as climate change and geohazards.

What do you find to be the most exciting part of being 
involved in IODP?

Working in an international environment and being on 
the move. I enjoy the diversity of my missions and 
colleagues, the changes in pace from small conferences 
to busy labwork. But really, what is surely exciting is to go 
at sea. They are real adventures aiming at exploring our 
planet’s history, and it is a privilege to be part of them.

Do you have any advice for other researchers who are 
interested in participating in IODP activities?

From my experience, IODP is a supportive and encour-
aging community. For a first taste for early career 
researchers, I would definitely recommend attending an 
IODP training or Summer School. It is similar to an expedi-
tion to some extent: about 30 international participants 
are there for the duration of the event, all with different 
backgrounds and interests. It is also an opportunity to 

meet with tutors who have extensive experience with the program.

With this first experience, if sailing sounds indeed like an exciting adventure, I would simply advise to 
apply to sail. There are several calls released every year, each one needs a variety of expertise. Even if the 
geological setting sounds exotic or remote from your area of research, your expertise might be relevant 
and useful, so you could to be invited to sail. Most expeditions have well-balanced ratios between career 
levels as well as genders.

Finally, if you know you could get some answers (relevant to IODP’s science plan) by drilling some-
where offshore, work with your community to submit a proposal. To optimise the feasibly of your project, 
do not hesitate to seek advice by contacting operators in the USA, Europe or Japan.

First time seeing the boat used for Expedition 364



Dr Erwan Le Ber is an IODP Research Associate at the University of 
Leicester. He has a BSc in Biology and Environmental Engineering and a 
MSc in Geology. In 2010 he moved from France to the UK to study Cryo-
genian microbial sediments for his PhD at Royal Holloway University. Since 
2015 he has been working for the ECORD Science Operator (ESO) as a 
Petrophysics Staff Scientist. 

How did you first learn about IODP? 

There are many scientific areas that I find interesting — that is probably reflected 
in my background and curriculum — and clearly, IODP is a good environment for scientific diversity. 
Surprisingly, I did not use any IODP data or literature when I was an undergraduate or postgraduate. I 
knew of the programme, having met a couple of early career scientists who sailed with it, but I did not know 
the details on how it worked or how to get involved. To be honest, IODP and what it represented sounded 
beyond my reach. My PhD research was quite remote from IODP science, which generally focuses on 
much younger formations, but I always was curious to work on boats and exploring the oceans. After my 
PhD I started looking into several job opportunities, luckily an IODP Research Associate position 
happened to open at the University of Leicester. After some reading while preparing my application, I was 
beyond captivated and excited. For this operational role, I suspect that my diverse background and various 
field experiences helped a lot. I have developed new skills with IODP, mostly in petrophysics and program-
ming, which are new scientific interests to me! My position is mostly operational and for that reason, I am 
lucky to be involved in ECORD expeditions covering various scientific themes. In that respect, using petro-
physics is quite useful because it generates insightful datasets no matter the geological setting.

How are you involved in IODP?

Like my background and interests, my involvement with IODP is quite diverse. I am not involved like 
most scientists are, participating in one expedition on a specific research theme. I work with the program, 
to make sure expeditions happen. My main occupation is to work as part of the ECORD Science Operator 
(ESO). ESO implements ECORD Mission-Specific Platforms (MSP) expeditions. It is a collaboration 
between teams from the British Geological Survey (BGS), MARUM (University of Bremen) and the Euro-
pean Petrophysics Consortium (EPC, made up of the University of Leicester and the University of Mont-
pellier). EPC, the team I work with, provides petrophysics and downhole logging services for MSP expedi-
tions and I act as what is called a Petrophysics Staff Scientist (PSS). You have to love acronyms if you join 
the IODP family.

Petrophysics is the study of the physical properties (e.g. density and resistivity, P-wave velocity) of 
rocks. These properties can be measured on the cores IODP recovers, and in holes that were drilled or 
cored. To collect data from the cores, we use a piece of equipment called a Multi-Sensor Core Logger 
(MSCL). It is an apparatus that pushes cores through a series of sensors. Once a borehole has been com-
pleted, or a specific depth reached, it is possible to lower tools into the hole at the end of a steel cable to 
measure similar physical properties of the rocks in the borehole wall. This is downhole logging and the 
resulting data is quite powerful because it is both in situ and continuous. A lot more could be said about 
petrophysics, and if you want to learn about it within an IODP environment, the University of Leicester 
hosts a Summer School about it!

When a drilling proposal completes the IODP review process and is confirmed to be implemented as an 
MSP expedition, ESO works together to make it happen. My role as a PSS is to focus on core petrophysics 
and downhole logging for the expedition, where I act both as an operator with ESO and as a member of the 
Science Party. To that end, I liaise with the Science Party’s Co-Chiefs as well as the rest of ESO to make 
sure we understand the scientific needs and how they can be best implemented. Everyone in ESO has 
their own operational expertise, from drilling/coring to the curation of the cores, and we make sure that 
expeditions run as smoothly as possible for everyone on board.

Before sailing, I go with ESO to prepare the 
platform. All our equipment is in containerised labs 
(including our MSCL). After this mobilisation 
period, a part of the Science Party joins us on board 
and off we go for two months at sea. On board I 
work closely with the petrophysics and logging 
teams, help to collect data, process them and eat a 
lot of chocolate cookies. Because ESO does not 
have a dedicated drilling platform, further lab work 
is done after each expedition, traditionally in 
MARUM, for one month with the full Science Party. 
We call this work in Bremen the Onshore Science Party. As the PSS, I am in charge of synchronising petro-
physics measurements with the wider core flow. Our measurements are acquired by both ESO and mem-
bers of the Science Party. I then work with the Science Party to produce parts of the upcoming expedition 
Preliminary Report and Proceedings. At the end of the Onshore Science Party, all scientists go back to 
their home laboratories and work on their research with data and samples from the expedition.

Beyond expeditions, I am lucky to be involved in some outreach and knowledge transfer. I have been 
teaching and co-teaching petrophysics at several training courses (e.g. ECORD Summer School, ECORD 
Virtual Drillship). Back in 2016, the University of Leicester started hosting its own Petrophysics Summer 
School: a full week focussing on our expertise. Here is a link to the latest edition: [https://www2.le.ac.uk/de-

partments/geology/research/gbrg/projects/iodp/petrophysics-summer-school-2019]. Another part of the 
outreach I take part in is to attend conferences (e.g. EGU, AGU, GASS) to encourage early career 
researchers to get involved with the IODP community.

Finally, more recently, I had the opportunity to attend the IODP Science Evaluation Panel (SEP) to give 
operational advice to the scientific community reviewing IODP drilling proposals. To summarise, after five 
years with ESO, my involvement with IODP covers early stage IODP processes with SEP; operational plan-
ning and implementation of MSP expeditions; participation to expeditions; and various forms of outreach 
and knowledge transfer. 

What was your first experience of sailing on an IODP Expedition?

After a first lab experience and getting familiar with the 
programme, my operator role took me to Expedition 364 
(Chicxulub Impact Crater). The project was already ready 
to go ahead when I joined as a PSS in training. I read all the 
literature about the impact crater as well as the drilling 
proposal, and could not believe it was happening - we were 
really going to have the opportunity to drill into and explore 
a geological feature we knew almost nothing about. ESO 
met in Mexico with the drilling team to complete the prepa-
ration of the platform. We sailed to site and members of the 
Offshore Science Party joined when everything was ready 
for drilling. There’s no need for me to explain how thrilling it 
is for any geoscientist to be part of a project that aims to 
drill the Chicxulub impact crater. Like most expeditions, 
operations had ups and downs but ultimately the drilling 
was a tremendous success. I was working in the MSCL lab 
on the night shift (midnight to noon), and helped my PSS 
colleague during downhole logging operations. It was 
enthralling to see all the different datasets building up 
together as the result of a team effort, and equally fascinat-
ing to see the genuine excitement of the Science Party as 
cores were coming up on deck. After a few weeks, operators and scientists tend to create a very sociable 
dynamic, which makes of these long experiences an enjoyable and memorable time.

How did this first experience affect your career?

This first experience showed me another aspect of research that I truly enjoyed; it is like being back-
stage and seeing how it all comes together. I still experience the excitement of research but my main 

mission is to contribute to its success by collect-
ing useful data for the researchers and for the 
community (IODP is a legacy program, which 
means that the various datasets collected 
during all expeditions across the ocean floor are 
accessible to anyone, and have a similar 
format). Preparing and working on an offshore 
scientific expedition comes with many 
unknowns. The various experiences I had so far 
are building up skills that allow me to have a 
good understanding of what is expected and of 
what is achievable. That is how this first experi-

“They are real adventures aiming at 
exploring our planet’s history, and it 
is a privilege to be part of them.”

Helicopter shuttle on the Chikyu
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ence affected my career: I migrated from pure research to 
approaches that consider both research and operations.

How have you continued to be involved in IODP?

To this day, I still work as part of ESO and therefore 
IODP. The dynamics between research and operations 
mentioned above is something I am seeking and is what 
motivates me. Since I joined in 2015, I have been involved in 
four IODP expeditions. After expeditions 357 (onshore 
only) and 364, I sailed on two more expeditions: one other 
MSP (Corinth Active Rift Development in 2017 in Greece) 
and one on the Chikyu with our Japanese operator 
colleagues (Nantroseize: Plate Boundary Deep Riser 4 in 
2018-2019 in Japan). And I am hoping to sail on more 
MSPs in the future. 

As explained above, I am also involved in outreach and 
knowledge transfer. Conferences and summer schools are 
good environments to encourage young scientists to apply 
to sail. An IODP offshore experience is unique, and the 
science produced is crucial to understanding past and 
future Earth processes in fields that are highly relevant to 
society, such as climate change and geohazards.

What do you find to be the most exciting part of being 
involved in IODP?

Working in an international environment and being on 
the move. I enjoy the diversity of my missions and 
colleagues, the changes in pace from small conferences 
to busy labwork. But really, what is surely exciting is to go 
at sea. They are real adventures aiming at exploring our 
planet’s history, and it is a privilege to be part of them.

Do you have any advice for other researchers who are 
interested in participating in IODP activities?

From my experience, IODP is a supportive and encour-
aging community. For a first taste for early career 
researchers, I would definitely recommend attending an 
IODP training or Summer School. It is similar to an expedi-
tion to some extent: about 30 international participants 
are there for the duration of the event, all with different 
backgrounds and interests. It is also an opportunity to 
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meet with tutors who have extensive experience with the program.

With this first experience, if sailing sounds indeed like an exciting adventure, I would simply advise to 
apply to sail. There are several calls released every year, each one needs a variety of expertise. Even if the 
geological setting sounds exotic or remote from your area of research, your expertise might be relevant 
and useful, so you could to be invited to sail. Most expeditions have well-balanced ratios between career 
levels as well as genders.

Finally, if you know you could get some answers (relevant to IODP’s science plan) by drilling some-
where offshore, work with your community to submit a proposal. To optimise the feasibly of your project, 
do not hesitate to seek advice by contacting operators in the USA, Europe or Japan.

A desk with a view during Expedition 381



Dr Erwan Le Ber is an IODP Research Associate at the University of 
Leicester. He has a BSc in Biology and Environmental Engineering and a 
MSc in Geology. In 2010 he moved from France to the UK to study Cryo-
genian microbial sediments for his PhD at Royal Holloway University. Since 
2015 he has been working for the ECORD Science Operator (ESO) as a 
Petrophysics Staff Scientist. 

How did you first learn about IODP? 

There are many scientific areas that I find interesting — that is probably reflected 
in my background and curriculum — and clearly, IODP is a good environment for scientific diversity. 
Surprisingly, I did not use any IODP data or literature when I was an undergraduate or postgraduate. I 
knew of the programme, having met a couple of early career scientists who sailed with it, but I did not know 
the details on how it worked or how to get involved. To be honest, IODP and what it represented sounded 
beyond my reach. My PhD research was quite remote from IODP science, which generally focuses on 
much younger formations, but I always was curious to work on boats and exploring the oceans. After my 
PhD I started looking into several job opportunities, luckily an IODP Research Associate position 
happened to open at the University of Leicester. After some reading while preparing my application, I was 
beyond captivated and excited. For this operational role, I suspect that my diverse background and various 
field experiences helped a lot. I have developed new skills with IODP, mostly in petrophysics and program-
ming, which are new scientific interests to me! My position is mostly operational and for that reason, I am 
lucky to be involved in ECORD expeditions covering various scientific themes. In that respect, using petro-
physics is quite useful because it generates insightful datasets no matter the geological setting.

How are you involved in IODP?

Like my background and interests, my involvement with IODP is quite diverse. I am not involved like 
most scientists are, participating in one expedition on a specific research theme. I work with the program, 
to make sure expeditions happen. My main occupation is to work as part of the ECORD Science Operator 
(ESO). ESO implements ECORD Mission-Specific Platforms (MSP) expeditions. It is a collaboration 
between teams from the British Geological Survey (BGS), MARUM (University of Bremen) and the Euro-
pean Petrophysics Consortium (EPC, made up of the University of Leicester and the University of Mont-
pellier). EPC, the team I work with, provides petrophysics and downhole logging services for MSP expedi-
tions and I act as what is called a Petrophysics Staff Scientist (PSS). You have to love acronyms if you join 
the IODP family.

Petrophysics is the study of the physical properties (e.g. density and resistivity, P-wave velocity) of 
rocks. These properties can be measured on the cores IODP recovers, and in holes that were drilled or 
cored. To collect data from the cores, we use a piece of equipment called a Multi-Sensor Core Logger 
(MSCL). It is an apparatus that pushes cores through a series of sensors. Once a borehole has been com-
pleted, or a specific depth reached, it is possible to lower tools into the hole at the end of a steel cable to 
measure similar physical properties of the rocks in the borehole wall. This is downhole logging and the 
resulting data is quite powerful because it is both in situ and continuous. A lot more could be said about 
petrophysics, and if you want to learn about it within an IODP environment, the University of Leicester 
hosts a Summer School about it!

When a drilling proposal completes the IODP review process and is confirmed to be implemented as an 
MSP expedition, ESO works together to make it happen. My role as a PSS is to focus on core petrophysics 
and downhole logging for the expedition, where I act both as an operator with ESO and as a member of the 
Science Party. To that end, I liaise with the Science Party’s Co-Chiefs as well as the rest of ESO to make 
sure we understand the scientific needs and how they can be best implemented. Everyone in ESO has 
their own operational expertise, from drilling/coring to the curation of the cores, and we make sure that 
expeditions run as smoothly as possible for everyone on board.

Before sailing, I go with ESO to prepare the 
platform. All our equipment is in containerised labs 
(including our MSCL). After this mobilisation 
period, a part of the Science Party joins us on board 
and off we go for two months at sea. On board I 
work closely with the petrophysics and logging 
teams, help to collect data, process them and eat a 
lot of chocolate cookies. Because ESO does not 
have a dedicated drilling platform, further lab work 
is done after each expedition, traditionally in 
MARUM, for one month with the full Science Party. 
We call this work in Bremen the Onshore Science Party. As the PSS, I am in charge of synchronising petro-
physics measurements with the wider core flow. Our measurements are acquired by both ESO and mem-
bers of the Science Party. I then work with the Science Party to produce parts of the upcoming expedition 
Preliminary Report and Proceedings. At the end of the Onshore Science Party, all scientists go back to 
their home laboratories and work on their research with data and samples from the expedition.

Beyond expeditions, I am lucky to be involved in some outreach and knowledge transfer. I have been 
teaching and co-teaching petrophysics at several training courses (e.g. ECORD Summer School, ECORD 
Virtual Drillship). Back in 2016, the University of Leicester started hosting its own Petrophysics Summer 
School: a full week focussing on our expertise. Here is a link to the latest edition: [https://www2.le.ac.uk/de-

partments/geology/research/gbrg/projects/iodp/petrophysics-summer-school-2019]. Another part of the 
outreach I take part in is to attend conferences (e.g. EGU, AGU, GASS) to encourage early career 
researchers to get involved with the IODP community.

Finally, more recently, I had the opportunity to attend the IODP Science Evaluation Panel (SEP) to give 
operational advice to the scientific community reviewing IODP drilling proposals. To summarise, after five 
years with ESO, my involvement with IODP covers early stage IODP processes with SEP; operational plan-
ning and implementation of MSP expeditions; participation to expeditions; and various forms of outreach 
and knowledge transfer. 

What was your first experience of sailing on an IODP Expedition?

After a first lab experience and getting familiar with the 
programme, my operator role took me to Expedition 364 
(Chicxulub Impact Crater). The project was already ready 
to go ahead when I joined as a PSS in training. I read all the 
literature about the impact crater as well as the drilling 
proposal, and could not believe it was happening - we were 
really going to have the opportunity to drill into and explore 
a geological feature we knew almost nothing about. ESO 
met in Mexico with the drilling team to complete the prepa-
ration of the platform. We sailed to site and members of the 
Offshore Science Party joined when everything was ready 
for drilling. There’s no need for me to explain how thrilling it 
is for any geoscientist to be part of a project that aims to 
drill the Chicxulub impact crater. Like most expeditions, 
operations had ups and downs but ultimately the drilling 
was a tremendous success. I was working in the MSCL lab 
on the night shift (midnight to noon), and helped my PSS 
colleague during downhole logging operations. It was 
enthralling to see all the different datasets building up 
together as the result of a team effort, and equally fascinat-
ing to see the genuine excitement of the Science Party as 
cores were coming up on deck. After a few weeks, operators and scientists tend to create a very sociable 
dynamic, which makes of these long experiences an enjoyable and memorable time.

How did this first experience affect your career?

This first experience showed me another aspect of research that I truly enjoyed; it is like being back-
stage and seeing how it all comes together. I still experience the excitement of research but my main 

mission is to contribute to its success by collect-
ing useful data for the researchers and for the 
community (IODP is a legacy program, which 
means that the various datasets collected 
during all expeditions across the ocean floor are 
accessible to anyone, and have a similar 
format). Preparing and working on an offshore 
scientific expedition comes with many 
unknowns. The various experiences I had so far 
are building up skills that allow me to have a 
good understanding of what is expected and of 
what is achievable. That is how this first experi-

ence affected my career: I migrated from pure research to 
approaches that consider both research and operations.

How have you continued to be involved in IODP?

To this day, I still work as part of ESO and therefore 
IODP. The dynamics between research and operations 
mentioned above is something I am seeking and is what 
motivates me. Since I joined in 2015, I have been involved in 
four IODP expeditions. After expeditions 357 (onshore 
only) and 364, I sailed on two more expeditions: one other 
MSP (Corinth Active Rift Development in 2017 in Greece) 
and one on the Chikyu with our Japanese operator 
colleagues (Nantroseize: Plate Boundary Deep Riser 4 in 
2018-2019 in Japan). And I am hoping to sail on more 
MSPs in the future. 

As explained above, I am also involved in outreach and 
knowledge transfer. Conferences and summer schools are 
good environments to encourage young scientists to apply 
to sail. An IODP offshore experience is unique, and the 
science produced is crucial to understanding past and 
future Earth processes in fields that are highly relevant to 
society, such as climate change and geohazards.

What do you find to be the most exciting part of being 
involved in IODP?

Working in an international environment and being on 
the move. I enjoy the diversity of my missions and 
colleagues, the changes in pace from small conferences 
to busy labwork. But really, what is surely exciting is to go 
at sea. They are real adventures aiming at exploring our 
planet’s history, and it is a privilege to be part of them.

Do you have any advice for other researchers who are 
interested in participating in IODP activities?

From my experience, IODP is a supportive and encour-
aging community. For a first taste for early career 
researchers, I would definitely recommend attending an 
IODP training or Summer School. It is similar to an expedi-
tion to some extent: about 30 international participants 
are there for the duration of the event, all with different 
backgrounds and interests. It is also an opportunity to 
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meet with tutors who have extensive experience with the program.

With this first experience, if sailing sounds indeed like an exciting adventure, I would simply advise to 
apply to sail. There are several calls released every year, each one needs a variety of expertise. Even if the 
geological setting sounds exotic or remote from your area of research, your expertise might be relevant 
and useful, so you could to be invited to sail. Most expeditions have well-balanced ratios between career 
levels as well as genders.

Finally, if you know you could get some answers (relevant to IODP’s science plan) by drilling some-
where offshore, work with your community to submit a proposal. To optimise the feasibly of your project, 
do not hesitate to seek advice by contacting operators in the USA, Europe or Japan.

Working at sea comes with 
some stunning scenery


